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Physics, science that deals with the structure of matter and the interactions between the
fundamental constituents of the observable universe. In the broadest sense, physics (from the
Greek physikos) is concerned with all aspects of nature on both the macroscopic and
submicroscopic levels. The US economy could lose as much as 10% of its gross domestic
product by the end of the century if the country does not take significant.
Institute of Physics - Promoting physics and bringing physicists together for the benefit of all.
Your guide to physics on the web. pikadeli.com is the place to be if you have a burning
physics question, or if you just want to browse articles and interactive. The dictionary
definition of physics is â€œthe study of matter, energy, and the interaction between themâ€•,
but what that really means is that physics is about asking. pikadeli.com provides the latest
news on physics, materials, nanotech, science and technology. Updated Daily.
A federation of physical science societies, the American Institute of Physics advances,
promotes, and serves the physical sciences for the benefit of humanity . 27 days ago. This
Bizarre Form of Ice Grows at Over 1, mph, And Now Physicists Know How. PHYSICS Â·
This Bizarre Form of Ice Grows at Over 1, mph. Get expert insight into physics and math with
the latest news and in-depth articles . From quantum physics to math breakthroughs and the
Large Hadron Collider. Physics is the study of energy, forces, mechanics, waves, and the
structure of atoms and the physical universe.
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